DOLCE and Faculty Forums - Winter 2018
1st and 3rd Fridays 12:00-1:00 p.m.
1310 Surge III, The Grove
Hosted by Dr. Andy Jones

1ST FRI • NOON

dolce
@ THE GROVE

Discussing Online Learning and Collaborative Education (DOLCE) meets on the first Friday of every month. Hear presentations from faculty members about their experiences implementing innovative uses of educational technology.

Feb 2  Ted Geier: Using Canvas to Empower Students
         Margaret Merrill: ShareYou: A Diversity and Inclusion Project

Mar 2  Joan Frank: Redesigning and Scaffolding Major Assignments: A Learning and Grading Perspective
         Glenda Drew: Teaching and Technology: A Design Perspective

3RD FRI • NOON

Faculty Forum meets on the third Friday of every month. Hear a group of faculty speak on the same pedagogical and/or technological topic or challenge.

Jan 19  PlayPosit and Other Creative Uses of Video

Feb 16  Teaching Students with Disabilities

Mar 16  Using Data to Inform Instruction

Check out The Instructional Technology Blog of UC Davis: The Wheel